COVID-19

STAY AT HOME

TIME CAPSULE

BY _______________________________
SOCIAL DISTANCING TO FLATTEN THE CURVE

I’M STAYING AT HOME BECAUSE…

_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
I HAVE TAKEN THESE MEASURES AGAINST COVID-19

Washed Hands Often

Wore a Mask

Kept a Safe Social Distance

______________
SAFE AT HOME
I HAVE PASSED TIME BY

Draw or Attach a Photo Here

________________________________________

Draw or Attach a Photo Here

________________________________________

Draw or Attach a Photo Here

________________________________________

Draw or Attach a Photo Here

________________________________________
MY COMMUNITY

☐ Has Practiced Social Distancing ☐ Has Been Kind and Understanding ☐ ________

☐ ________ ☐ ________ ☐ ________

I MISS

I’M HELPING BY...

____________________

____________________

____________________

____________________

____________________

Draw The Person You Miss

Draw The Thing/Activity You Miss
HANDPRINTS

Print your hand on this sheet. If you are sharing a home with others, use different colors and layer the prints one above the other.
Dear ________________

______________________________

______________________________

______________________________

______________________________

______________________________

______________________________

______________________________

______________________________

______________________________

______________________________

Draw or Attach a Photo Here